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ABSTRACT 
The norm of a matrix B as a Hadamard multiplier is the norm of the map 
X H X ??I3 where ?? is the Hsdamard or entrywise product of matrices. We give 
a geometric interpretation to a criterion of Haagerup and use this interpretation 
to find an explicit formula for the Hadamard multiplier norms of real 2 x 2 
matrices. For Hermitian matrices with one positive eigenvalue, we give necessary 
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and sufficient, conditions for the norm to be the magnitude of the largest entry. 
By the Hadamard product, also called the Schur product, we mean the 
entrywise product of matrices: if A and B are m x n matrices, their 
Hadamard product A ??B is the m x n matrix whose entries are a+&. 
In this paper, we study the norm (induced by the spectral norm) of the 
operator on the set M, of n x n matrices given by X H X ??B, for a 
fixed B. Using geometric ideas, we will give an explicit formula for the 
Hadamard multiplier norm of a 2 x 2 real matrix and conditions for the 
norm to be the largest entry of the matrix. 
Throughout, (., .) will denote the standard Euclidean inner product on 
Cn, and by II z 2 we will mean the Euclidean norm of the vector z. The II 
norm of a matrix is its norm as an operator on this Hilbert space (i.e., the 
spectral norm), and for a given matrix B, the norm KS of the Hadamard 
multiplier X H X ??B is the norm induced by the spectral norm of this 
linear map on the matrices in M,. If P is in M,, we will denote its 
conjugate transpose (i.e., Hilbert space adjoint) by P*. If P has columns 
Pl,P2 ,..., P,,let 
C(P) = max { IIPlllz, IIP21127.. . Y IIp~l12~7 
and let r(P) be the maximum of the Euclidean norms of the rows of P. 
Haagerup [5] (or see [lo, pp. llO-1161, [l], or [S]) showed that if B is an 
n x n matrix, then the norm of B as a Hadamard multiplier is 
KB = min{c(S)c(R) : S*R = B, S, R E Mn} (1) 
Fong, Radjavi, and Rosenthal [4] compared the Hadamard multiplier norm 
with other matrix norms and investigated cases in which the Hadamard 
multiplier norm is equal to the upper bounds c(B) or r(B). Their paper 
also contains a proof of Lemma 1. Other information on computing norms 
of Hadamard multipliers can be found in [2], [3], [8], and [ll]. General 
information on the Hadamard product can be found in Horn’s survey [6]. 
We will also need the vector norms (1z1(1 = [ICY/ +. .. + Iz,I and ~~~~~~ 
= max{lsjl} on C”. We will identify the matrix A in M, with the linear 
transformation it represents with respect to the standard basis for P, and 
we will write IJA((,,, for the norm induced on M, by considering A to be 
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a map from C” with vector norm 1). jlq to C” with vector norm )I . lip. The 
set {x E Cn : IIx\loo 5 T} will b e referred to as the cube of radius r, and 
the set {z E Cn : IIx\\~ 5 T} will b e referred to as the ball of radius r. If 
P is an n x n, matrix we refer to E(P) = {Pz : ljzllz 2 1) as the ellipsoid 
determined by I’, and we will call a set E an ellipsoid if it is E(P) for some 
P. (It is implicit in these definitions that we will only consider cubes with 
center 0 and edges parallel to the coordinate axes, and ellipsoids and balls 
with center 0.) 
LEMMA 1. If P is an n x n matrix, c(P) = IjPl12,1 and r(P) = c(P*) = 
IIJ7lm,2~ 
Proof. The standard unit basis vectors ej satisfy llejlli = 1 and Pej = 
Pj, ~0 IIPll2,1 2 m~(llPejll2) = c(P). On the other hand, if z = xiei + 
. . + x,e, then 
IIPzll2 = IklPl + . . . f %%I12 I 1211 IIPlll2 + . . + I&I lIPnIl:! 
I (1x11 + . . . + IGal) c(P) = II4I~c(q. 
The second assertion can be derived from the first by duality, but it will 
give more geometric insight to give a separate proof of this fact. 
The norm IIPll,,z is the radius of the smallest cube that contains the 
ellipsoid determined by P. Now the jth coordinate of Px is (Px, ej) = 
(x, P*ej), so the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies I(x,P*ej)I 5 llxll2 
IJP*e3 112. On the other hand, if z = (P*ej)/llP*ejll2, then x is in the unit 
sphere and 1(x:, P*ej)l = IIP*ejllz. Thus the smallest cube that contains 
the ellipsoid has radius r(P). ??
We see from the proof of the lemma that the ellipsoid E(P) is tangent 
to the smallest cube containing E(P) at the point P*ej where r(P) = 
IIP’ejll2. Moreover, 
llP”ejIIi = (P*ej, P*ej) = (PP*ej, ej) = (PP*)jj, 
so r(P)2 is the largest diagonal entry of the positive semidefinite matrix 
PP*. If U is any unitary matrix, the ellipsoid determined by P is the same 
as the ellipsoid determined by PU, so the polar factorization shows that 
the ellipsoid determined by P is the same as the ellipsoid determined by 
the positive semidefinite matrix m. 
The following theorem is a geometric interpretation of Haagerup’s fac- 
torization theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose B is an n x n matrix. Then Kg is the radius of 
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the smallest cube that contains an ellipsoid containing each column of the 
matrix B. 
Proof Using the continuity of the quantities involved, we may assume 
that B is invertible. Suppose E is an ellipsoid containing the columns 
of B. Let P be a positive semidefinite matrix mapping the unit ball in 
(Cn, 11 . 112) onto the ellipsoid E. The radius of the smallest cube containing 
E is IIPlloo,n, which, by Lemma 1, is r(P). The invertibility of B implies 
that P is invertible, so let R = P-lB. Since E contains the columns of B, 
and P maps the unit ball onto the ellipsoid E, then Rj = Rej = P-lBej 
is a vector in the unit ball, that is, l[Rjlls 5 1 and c(R) < 1. So each such 
ellipsoid gives a factorization, B = PR = P*R, and r(P)c(R) = c(P*)c(R) 
is no more than the radius of the cube. Thus, KB is less than or equal to 
the radius of any cube that contains an ellipsoid containing the columns 
of B. 
On the other hand, suppose B = SR is a factorization of B for which 
KB = c(SMR), as in Haagerup’s theorem. Without loss of generality, we 
will assume that c(R) = 1. Now c(S) = ~(5’“) is the radius of the smallest 
cube that contains the ellipsoid E(S*). Since c(R) = 1, each column of R 
is contained in the unit ball, so Bj = Bej = SRej = S’Rj is contained 
in E(S*). Thus, KB = c(S), which is the radius of the smallest cube 
containing the ellipsoid E(S*) which contains the columns of B. ??
LEMMA 3. If P and Q are n x n matrices, the ellipsoid determined by 
Q is contained in the ellipsoid determined by P if and only if QQ* 5 PP*. 
Proof Using the continuity of the quantities involved, we may assume 
that P and Q are invertible. 
If the ellipsoid determined by Q is contained in the ellipsoid determined 
by P, then for each z in the unit ball, there is a y in the unit ball such 
that Qz = Py. This is the same as y = P-lQrc, so IIP-lQll 5 1. Thus, 
(P-‘Q)(P-lQ)* 5 I or P-lQQ*(P*)-1 < I. Finally, conjugating by P, 
we see 
QQ* = P [p-IQQ*(P*)-‘1 P* 5 PIP* = PP*. 
The converse is proved by reversing the steps. 
COROLLARY 4. The vector v is contained in the ellipsoid determined 
by P if and only if vu* 5 PP*. 
If V has vij = 1 and zeros elsewhere, then computing II B ??V II gives 
KB 2 Ibijl, so Kg is at least as large as the largest entry of B. We will use 
the geometric interpretation of the Haagerup condition to get a necessary 
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condition for the Hadamard multiplier norm of B to be the largest entry 
and an explicit formula for the 2 x 2 case. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose 
Proof. From Theorem 2, Corollary 4, and the remark following Lemma 
1, Kg = Ial if and only if there is a matrix P with 
pp* = ” y ( ) Y z 
such that 
(‘d ,g) = (;)(;)*aT*, 
(;p l$) = (;)(;)'sPP*, 
and 
max{&, &} = Ial. 
Equations (2) and (4) imply that 5 = (aI2 and that 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
is positive semidefinite. In particular, this means that y = a~. Since 
z I la12, 
so we may assume the latter matrix is PP* . Now Equation (3) implies that 
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is positive semidefinite. By hypothesis, both diagonal entries of this matrix 
are nonnegative, so it is a positive semidefinite matrix if and only if the 
determinant is nonnegative, that is, if and only if 
which is the inequality in the conclusion. 
The geometric interpretation of this proof is that we find the largest 
ellipsoid that contains the vector (a, 6) and fits inside a cube of radius la(. 
The inequality says that this ellipsoid must contain the vector (b, d). The 
difficulty in generalizing this result to more than two dimensions is that, 
for higher dimensions, there is no largest ellipsoid that contains the vector 
(a, 6) and fits inside a cube of radius Ial. 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose B is an m x n matrix with lb, I 2 JbkeJ for each 
k and e. If KB = [bii(, then for each k and e, 
lbij14 - (I&l2 + lbkj12 + lb/z112)lbij12 + 2Re(bijbiebkjbke) 2 0. 
Proof If the largest entry, b,j, of B gives its Hadamard multiplier 
norm, then the same is true of every 2 x 2 submatrix containing bij. Since 
the Hadamard multiplier norm of a 2 x 2 matrix does not depend on the 
position of the entries, only their grouping into rows and columns, the 
conclusion follows from applying the result of Theorem 5 to the 2 x 2 
submatrix determined by b, and bke. W 
THEOREM 7. If 
is a real matrix that satisfies a > 0 and a > lbl, Jc(, ldl, then the Hadamard 
multiplier norm of B is a if u3 - (b2 + c2 + d2)u + 2bcd 2 0, and 
J (ac - bd)(ud - bc)(ab - cd) 2 (a-b-c+d)(a-bfc-d)(u+b-c-d)(u+b+c+d) 
otherwise. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5 shows that 
Ki = min{z: (i E) - (z)(z)*>0 
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and 
(: :)-(:)(:)*t0}, 
Noting that 5 > u2, it is enough that the determinants of the matrices on 
the left are positive. That is, we must minimize x subject to z > a2 and 
(x - a2)(x - c”) > (y - ac)2 and (CC - b2)(x - d2) 2 (y - bd)2 
Now (X - u2)(x - c”) = (y - a~)~ and (CC - b2)(x - d2) = (y - bd)2 are 
hyperbolas whose major axes are parallel to the z-axis. Either the minimal 
z is u2, at the vertex of the first hyperbola, or the minimal x is at the 
intersection of these hyperbolas. Theorem 5 shows that the first case occurs 
if and only if 
a4 - (b2 + c2 + d2)a2 + 2abcd > 0. 
Since a > 0 by hypothesis, we may divide by a to get the conclusion in 
this case. 
To find the intersection of the hyperbolas, subtract the equations to 
obtain 
(a2 - b2 + c2 - d2)x = (2ac - 2bd)y 
Solving for y, substituting this expression into the first equation, eliminat- 
ing the solution z = 0, and solving the resulting equation for z gives 
(ac - bd)(ad - bc)(ab - cd) 
z = 4(a- b-c+d)(a- b+c-d)(a+ b-c-d)(a+ b+c+d)’ 
Since the minimum z is Ki, the conclusion follows. ??
The proof of this theorem can be modified to include the complex case. 
By multiplying by diagonal unitaries, we may assume all entries but d are 
positive. Eliminating the x2 and Iy12 terms from the determinant equalities, 
one can substitute an expression involving x and the imaginary part of y 
into the first of these equations. This permits x to be written as a function 
of the imaginary part of y; minimizing x yields a solution. Unfortunately, 
the resulting general expression seems too complicated to be useful. In 
particular cases, however, these calculations can be carried out easily. For 
example, 
does not satisfy the condition of Theorem 5, so Kg > 2. Writing y = u+iv, 
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the equalities considered above are 
(Z - 4)(X - 1) = (u - 2)2 + v2 and (x-22)(x--l)=(~+l)~+(v+l)~. 
Eliminating x2, u2, and v2, solving for u, and substituting into the first 
equation yields a quadratic in x with parameter v. The positive solution 
of this equation is 
z = 33 - 2v + d324v2 + 252~ + 1089 
16 
Since Ki is the minimum value of z, using elementary calculus, we find 
K B = m M 2.028347887. 
12 
We extend the results on Hadamard multipliers whose norm is the 
largest entry by finding an optimal factorization of B in the cases con- 
sidered. We would like to thank one of the referees for pointing out a 
simple construction for the factorization of Lemma 8. This is a particular 
case of Theorem 1 of [3] in which KB is expressed in terms of a Krem 
space factorization: the matrix 5’ of the lemma is RX for the fundamental 
symmetry 
It should be noted that the assumption on the block form of B is not a 
consequence of the eigenvalue assumptions, even allowing for permuting 
rows and columns. For example, 
( 22 1 0 -1 2 0) 
has two positive and one negative eigenvalue, but no 2 x 2 submatrix is 
positive definite. 
LEMMA 8. If B is a Hermitian n x n matrix with k positive eigenvalues 
and n - k nonpositive eigenvalues that has bloclc form 
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where B11 is a k x k positive definite matti, then B has a factorization 
B = S*R where 
> 
and S = d% R12 
0 -R22 > 
and R22 is positive semidefinite. 
Proof. Since B11 is a positive definite k x k matrix and B has k positive 
eigenvalues, for 
C= 
I 0 
-BT2B;; I 
Sylvester’s law of inertia [7, p. 2231 applied to the congruence 
CBC* = ‘;l 0 
B22 - BT,B,%2 > 
shows that Z = -B22 + Bi2BT1’B12 is positive semidefinite. Taking Rrs = 
and R2z = fl gives the conclusion. ??
Schur [12] proved that the Hadamard multiplier norm of a positive 
semidefinite matrix is its largest diagonal entry. We use the construction 
of Lemma 8 to give computationally effective necessary and sufficient condi- 
tons for the Hadamard multiplier norm of a Hermitian matrix with exactly 
one positive eigenvalue to be its largest diagonal entry. 
THEOREM 9. Let B = (bij) be a Hermitian n x n matrix with one 
positive eigenvalue and n - 1 nonpositive eigenvalues. If bjj > 0 and bjj is 
the largest diagonal entry of B, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Kg = bjj . 
(ii) Every 2 x 2 principal submatrix containing bjj has Hadamard mul- 
tiplier norm bjj. 
(iii) For 1 5 k 5 n, 
bzj + bjjbkk - 21bjk12 2 0. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): This implication follows from the observations that 
Kg is at least as large as the Hadamard multiplier norm of any submatrix 
and that the Hadamard multiplier norm of a matrix is at least as large as 
its largest entry. 
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(ii) + (iii): A principal submatrix of B is also Hermitian, so Theorem 
5 applied to the submatrix determined by bjj and bkk gives 
bij - ((bjk12 + (bjk12 + (bkk12)bjj - 2Re(bjjlbjk12bkk) > 0, 
which is 
bjj(bjj - bkk) bjj + bjjbkk - 2(bjk12 2 0. 
By hypothesis, bij > 0, and if bjj > b kk, then we may divide by the leading 
factors to obtain (iii). Since bjj is the Hadamard multiplier norm of the 
submatrix, we must have bjj 2 I bjk (. If bjj = bkk the inequality in (iii) 
becomes 
2bTj - 2 1 bjk I2 > 0 
and the conclusion follows in this case also. 
(iii) + (i): Without loss of generality, suppose bll > 0 is the largest 
diagonal entry of B. By Lemma 8 above, there is a factorization B = 5” R 
in which R and 5’ have block form 
R=(Jp ;) and S= (F -5) 
with Y positive semidefinite. Thus 
B=S*R=(c _;)_(F ;)=($!& xEy2). 
For 2 I k 5 n, letting Xk and Yk denote the (k - 1)st columns of X and Y 
respectively, We See that bkk = (S*R)kk = 1xkj2 - ljykl12 and blk = &xk. 
It follows that 
]]yk]]2 = $$ - bkk. 
This equality, together with the hypothesis bf, + bllbkk - 21blk12 2 0, gives 
bll > 21blk12 bkk = lblkl2 
bll - + llYkl12 = lxk12 + llYkl12 = 11 (;;) 112 hl 
This inequality implies that c(R)~ = bll. Clearly, c(S) = c(R). By 
Haagerup’s theorem [Equation (l)], we see that KS 5 c(S)c(R) = c(R)~ = 
bll. Since the reverse inequality always holds, we have Kg = bll as re- 
quired. ??
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Parts of the argument used in this theorem can be extended to the case 
of k positive and n - k negative eigenvalues, but we seem to need the extra 
hypothesis that the diagonal entries of the k x k positive block are all the 
same (and the largest in the matrix). We were unsuccessful in extending 
this to a less restrictive case. 
The authors made extensive use of the computer algebra system Maple 
[13] and the matrix computation program MATLAB [9] on Macintosh com- 
puters in this work. We would like to thank Sivaram K. Narayan for stimu- 
lating conversations and his advice. We would also like to thank the referees 
for many helpful comments and suggestions. 
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